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The Podenco
The Podenco’s story is very di!erent, and to talk about 
breed, or even dog-type, is pointless because of "ckle and 
subjective regional bickering at the Real Sociedad Canina 
España (Spanish Kennel Club); the inherent ridiculous nature 
of breed classi"cation based on strict standards when dogs 
are bred for a speci"c job, and pure semantics.

The Podenco (which means ‘hound’ in Spanish) is 
primarily a multi-sensory canine, whose name applies to a 
vast number of dog types, dependent on quarry size and 
the region they come from. Climate and hunting habitat are 
primary motivators for determining their appearance but, 
generally, Podencos have similar proportions to Pharaoh 
Hounds, with long faces, pointy ears, large chests and legs 
built for speed (it’s easier for a slim and long-legged dog 
to dissipate excess heat while hunting in the sun for long 
periods). Yet the variation in appearance across dog-type is 
huge, from the squat Podenco Maneto with his short legs 
(yes: short legs but still a Podenco!), best described as a 
Dachshund-like Podenco, and used to hunt in dense brush, 
to the large and regal Podenco Ibicenco (Ibizan Hound) 
used as a fast and agile hunter.

To further confuse matters some Podenco types 
can have variations but still retain the same generic name. 
An example of this is the Podenco Andaluz, with his three 
di!erent sizes: talla grande, talla mediana, and talla chica. 
On top of this, all variations can have one of two coats: 
rough or smooth and tight. The rough-coated Podencos are 
sometimes called Gri#n Podencos, which, although a rather 
wonderful name, doesn’t make identi"cation very easy. 

As in other parts of Europe, these dogs are employed 
in various ways across the Spanish regions, the dog type 
and techniques used depending on prey, and whether or 
not the hunter has a gun. Animals as large as boar and deer 
are sometimes hunted with packs of dogs only, and for this 
the chunky and shaggy Podenco Campanero is generally 
the hound of choice (it’s thought that a Podenco may have 
been bred with a Masti! in order to achieve the heavier 
build required for larger game). Small game such as rabbits 
is often hunted with large packs of the small Podenco 
Maneto, and killed using both gun and dogs. The squat 
Maneto works by $ushing the rabbits toward waiting guns 
(a technique familiar with other rural hunting communities 
across Europe).

A Podenco 
Andaluz in 

rescue.

 The Podenco 
Andaluz is 
commonly 

seen 
throughout 

southern 
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